2016 Summer Transition Program and Minority Summer Research Program
Motor Vehicle Agreement

I, _________________________, agree to use my motor vehicle on the
weekends only, unless given written permission by a counselor if and only if there is a
necessity to use my vehicle. The terms of this agreement include:

• Abiding by university/state traffic rules
• Adhering to curfew policies
• Classroom performance of C level or above
• Weekly research attendance

Failure to comply with any of the above terms may result in the revoking of driving
privileges and/or three (3) discipline points. I understand that use of my car without
signed and dated written permission from a counselor during the week (Monday - Friday)
will result in an incident referral and three (3) points added to my point system total.

_________________________________________  ______________________
Student Signature                              Date

_________________________________________  ______________________
Parent/Guardian Signature                       Date